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The two-digit growth of this year's plastics event in France proves that its three-yearly frequency
makes it a long awaited event.
700 exhibitors will be present at Lyon Eurexpo this year which is 20% more exhibitors and surface
area than in 2011.
fiP solution plastique will have a third exhibition hall this year to showcase this genuine "pool" of
expertise in plastics, composites, and rubber.

20% increase in the number of exhibitors - 3 halls will now be used
There has been a sharp increase in the number of exhibitors for this year’s fiP solution plastique: 700
companies, which is an increase of nearly 20%, will be present from 17 to 20 June at Lyon Eurexpo.
3 halls are now reserved to offer contractors and industry professionals innovative technical
solutions for their projects.
Plastics, composites, rubber, machinery, and equipment, including moulds and tooling and all related
services, as well as outsourcing which showcased by fip'project: design offices, component design,
processing, finishing / decoration... the entire sector will be represented.
Injection, extrusion, blow moulding, rotational moulding,
thermoforming... visitors will be able to view all processing
techniques for a better understanding of current
technologies and industrial processes once again this year.
The large number of machines in operation and the
extended range of skills presented will give visitors the
impression of being in a huge factory creating a concrete
and comprehensive snapshot of the profession.

Omnipresent innovation
Because innovation is strategic in this highly
competitive market, it will be omnipresent at fiP
solution plastique:
- “INNOVATION FORUM” to discover new products and
services through short oral presentations;
- "Techno Lab" to learn about processing techniques:
- Conferences and workshops focusing on new processes, materials, uses and areas of research.
- And, of course, all of the latest technologies and processes on exhibitor stands.

You can find a preview of a few of these new features in the "Trade fair Essentials Book" with the
link: http://we.tl/EgIVaWw6KJ.
fiP solution plastique offers all of these major pluses to professionals from all sectors to provide
them with practical solutions for their projects as well as tools to help them increase productivity
and competitiveness.
3D PRINT: held at the same time as fiP solution plastique
New in 2014: 3D PRINT, the first French B2B trade fair exclusively devoted to additive
manufacturing will be held at the same time as fiP solution plastique.
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